Objective: To determine if measurement of the diameter of the solid component in subsolid nodules (SSNs) on low-dose unenhanced chest computed tomography (CT) is as accurate as on standard-dose enhanced CT in prediction of pathological size of invasive component of lung adenocarcinoma. Materials and Methods: From February 2012 to October 2015, 114 SSNs were identified in 105 patients that underwent low-dose unenhanced and standard-dose enhanced CT pre-operatively. Three radiologists independently measured the largest diameter of the solid component. Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) were used to assess inter-reader agreement. We estimated measurement differences between the size of solid component and that of invasive component. We measured diagnostic accuracy of the prediction of invasive adenocarcinoma using a size criterion of a solid component ≥ 6 mm, and compared them using a generalized linear mixed model. Results: Inter-reader agreement was excellent (ICC, 0.84−0.89). The mean ± standard deviation of absolute measurement differences between the solid component and invasive component was 4 ± 4 mm in low-dose unenhanced CT and 5 ± 4 mm in standard-dose enhanced CT. Diagnostic accuracy was 81.3% (95% confidence interval, 76.7−85.3%) in low-dose unenhanced CT and 76.6% (71.8−81.0%) in standard-dose enhanced CT, with no statistically significant difference (p = 0.130). Conclusion: Measurement of the diameter of the solid component of SSNs on low-dose unenhanced chest CT was as accurate as on standard-dose enhanced CT for predicting the invasive component. Thus, low-dose unenhanced CT may be used safely in the evaluation of patients with SSNs.
INTRODUCTION
In the evaluation of subsolid nodules (SSNs) on computed tomography (CT), size measurement of the solid component is critical, as it represents the pathologically invasive component of lung adenocarcinoma, and reflects the patient's prognosis (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . Among several diagnostic criteria, a size criterion of a solid component diameter ≥ 6 mm is commonly used for differentiating between invasive adenocarcinomas and minimally or preinvasive adenocarcinomas on CT (4, (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) . A SSN with a solid component ≥ 6 mm in size is highly suspicious kjronline.org sequential scans (low-dose unenhanced CT, followed by standard-dose enhanced CT) were included in this study. In our institution, low-dose unenhanced chest CT has been included in the contrast-enhanced chest CT protocol to obtain information on the degree of contrast enhancement and presence of calcification, providing essential data needed for differentiating between benign and malignant lesions.
For patients with multiple SSNs, only nodules with pathological confirmation were eligible. Eligible nodules were identified by a second-year radiology resident after reviewing surgical records and CT images, and were confirmed by a chest radiologist with 20 years of experience. Mean time ± standard deviation between CT examination and surgery was 17.3 ± 13.1 days. Surgical procedures included 66 lobectomies, 37 sublobar resections, and 4 combinations of lobectomy and sublobar resection in different lobes. A total of 98 patients had single SSNs, while 5 patients had 2 SSNs, and 2 patients had 3 SSNs, resulting in a total of 114 SSNs for analysis.
Image Acquisition
CT images were obtained using 64-and 256-slice multidetector CT scanners (Brilliance 64 and iCT; Philips Medical Systems, Cleveland, OH, USA). Protocol consisted of 2 phases: 1) a low-dose unenhanced CT, with tube voltage of 120 kVp and automatic exposure control (DoseRight index 4 [average mAs of 21]) and 2) a standard-dose enhanced CT, with tube voltage of 120 kVp and automatic exposure control (DoseRight index 18 [average mAs of 101]). Contrast-enhanced phase was obtained by infusion of 80 mL of non-ionic contrast medium at a rate of 2 mL/s, followed by infusion of 20 mL of normal saline at the same rate. Trigger point was defined as the time when the attenuation coefficient within ascending aorta exceeded 150 Hounsfield unit (HU). Data acquisition was set to begin 28 seconds after the trigger point. All CT scans were conducted with a pitch of 0.984 and gantry rotation time of 0.5 seconds. All CT images were reconstructed using a filtered backprojection algorithm with a sharp convolution kernel (YA).
Radiation dose estimate was calculated with volumetric CT dose index (CTDIvol), size-specific dose estimate (SSDE), and effective dose. SSDE was calculated using the method described in the American Association of Physicists in Medicine task group report 204 (17) , based on effective diameter of each patient at the level of tracheal bifurcation (18) . We estimated effective dose by using a conversion factor of 0.014 mSv/mGy·cm, as reported in Report 96 of according to the Fleischner Society guidelines, due to the high probability of invasive adenocarcinoma (12) . In contrast, for a SSN with a solid component < 6 mm, yearly surveillance CT is recommended as it is highly likely to be minimally invasive or pre-invasive adenocarcinoma (12) .
Recently, the role of low-dose chest CT in managing patients with SSNs has become increasingly crucial, with implementation of lung cancer CT screening (13) (14) (15) . The Lung CT Screening Reporting and Data System (Lung-RADS) suggests a different patient management guideline based on classification and size measurement of SSNs on low-dose chest CT (16) . Low-dose chest CT is used for determination of initial patient management as well as for follow-up of incidentally detected SSNs to evaluate their persistence and size according to the Fleischner Society guidelines (12) . Radiation dose reduction using low-dose chest CT is necessary for patients with SSNs, because they may undergo repeated CT scans to assess interval growth of nodules and their solid components. However, despite increased use of low-dose chest CT for assessing SSNs instead of standarddose CT, it is yet to be determined if measurement of the solid component on low-dose chest CT predicts size of the pathologically invasive component as reliably as standarddose contrast-enhanced CT.
Hence, the purpose of this study was to determine if measurement of the diameter of the solid component in SSNs on low-dose unenhanced chest CT is as accurate as on standard-dose enhanced CT in prediction of pathological size of invasive component of lung adenocarcinoma.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
This retrospective study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Seoul National University Bundang Hospital (a tertiary referral center), which waived the requirement for informed consent (B-1610-367-103).
Case Selection
We (19) .
CT Scan Assessment
All CT slices containing each nodule were reconstructed in the axial plane by a resident, with a slice thickness ≤ 2 mm and an interval of 1 mm. Low-dose unenhanced and standard-dose enhanced images were reconstructed with the same slice thickness; 1 mm in 16 patients and 2 mm in 89 patients.
Independent measurements were conducted by 3 chest radiologists (Reader 1, 2, and 3 with 5, 2, and 2 years of experience after board certification, respectively). Readers measured the largest diameters of the whole nodule and solid component on representative images in which each component exhibited the largest diameter, respectively, in the axial plane with lung-window settings (center of -600 HU and width of 1500 HU). When a nodule contained multiple solid components, readers measured the size of the single largest solid component. Measurements were obtained using an electronic caliper on a PACS workstation (Infinitt PACS; Infinitt Healthcare, Seoul, Korea), and results were rounded off to the nearest millimeter.
Each reader reviewed the CT scans of each nodule twice, once with low-dose unenhanced CT and once with standarddose enhanced chest CT, during 2 reading sessions: each session included randomly mixed low-dose unenhanced and standard-dose enhanced images, and repetition of any nodule in a same session was avoided. There was at least a 4-week time-interval between the first and second session to reduce the potential for recall bias. Readers were blinded to radiology and pathology reports, and the reading order was randomized for each reader and session.
Pathological Assessment
After they had been inflated and fixed using 10% buffered formalin, resected specimens were continuously cut at 3-mm interval along the longest tumor dimension, embedded in paraffin, and stained with hematoxylin and eosin. All sections containing the tumor were microscopically examined. Diagnoses were based on the 2015 WHO classification criteria (20) . Three-dimensional sizes of the whole tumor as well as the invasive components were recorded as a part of routine clinical practice by a pulmonary pathologist with 19 years of experience.
Statistical Analysis
Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) were used to assess inter-reader agreement as well as correlation between CT and pathological measurements. The largest diameter of the whole nodule on CT was compared with that of the whole tumor on pathology. Mean ± standard deviation of absolute and relative differences between the CT and pathological measurement on low-dose unenhanced and standard-dose enhanced CT scans were calculated. In addition, measurement differences were calculated by dividing nodules into the two subgroups: nodules with a solid component ≤ 8 mm and nodules with a solid component > 8 mm (21) . Diagnostic accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity of low-dose unenhanced and standard-dose enhanced CT in prediction of invasive adenocarcinomas using size criterion of solid component ≥ 6 mm were calculated respectively, and compared using a generalized linear mixed model considering the clustered nature of data. Slice thickness entered this model as a covariate.
Data were analyzed using SPSS 20.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA) and MedCalc 14.8.1 (MedCalc Software, Mariakerke, Belgium). A difference with a p value of less than 0.05 was statistically significant.
RESULTS

Nodule Characteristics and Radiation Doses
The average size of the whole nodule was 20 mm in the long diameter (range, 7−39 mm) and that of the solid component was 10 mm (range, 0−27 mm). 
Inter-Reader Agreement
Inter-reader agreement was excellent for size measurement of the whole nodule (ICC range: 0.90−0.91) and the solid component (ICC range: 0.84−0.89), in lowdose unenhanced and standard-dose enhanced CT scans (Table 1) . Bland−Altman plots with 95% confidence intervals (CIs) of the difference between the size of the pathologically invasive component and the diameter of the solid component on CT are shown in Figure 1 .
CT and Pathological Measurements
Correlation between CT measurement of the whole nodule and the pathological measurement of the whole tumor was good in low-dose unenhanced CT (ICC range, 0.69−0.73) and standard-dose enhanced CT (ICC range, 0.71−0.74).
Correlation between CT measurement of the solid component and pathological measurement of the invasive component was good in low-dose unenhanced CT (ICC range, 0.60−0.65), and fair-to-good in standard-dose enhanced CT (ICC range, 0.59−0.65) ( Table 2 ). Representative images of CT and pathological measurements are shown in Figure 2 .
Mean ± standard deviation of absolute differences between the CT and pathologic measurement of the whole tumor was 4 ± 3 mm in low-dose unenhanced CT and 4 ± 3 mm in standard-dose enhanced CT. Mean ± standard deviation of absolute differences between the CT and pathologic measurement of the invasive component was 4 ± 4 mm in low-dose unenhanced CT and 5 ± 4 mm in standard-dose enhanced CT (Table 3) .
In subgroup analysis, mean ± standard deviation of absolute differences between the solid component on CT kjronline.org and invasive component on pathology was 5 ± 5 mm in low-dose unenhanced CT and 5 ± 5 mm in standard-dose enhanced CT for SSNs with a solid component ≤ 8 mm (Table 4) . In SSNs with a solid component > 8 mm, those were 4 ± 4 mm in low-dose unenhanced CT and 4 ± 4 mm in standard-dose enhanced CT.
Diagnostic Indicators
Based on size criterion of the solid component ≥ 6 mm, diagnostic accuracy of prediction of invasive adenocarcinomas was 81.3% (278/342; 95% CI, 76.7−85.3%) in low-dose unenhanced CT and 76.6% (262/342; 95% CI, 71.8−81.0%) in standard-dose enhanced CT (Table 5 ). There was no statistically significant difference (p = 0.130) between these values. The effect of slice thickness on diagnostic accuracies in predicting invasive adenocarcinomas was statistically insignificant (p = 0.386). Sensitivity and specificity in the low-dose unenhanced CT were 84.3% (225/267; 95% CI, 79.3−88.4%) and 70.7% (53/75; 95% CI, 59.0−80.6%), respectively, and those in Data are mean ± standard deviation. Relative differences were calculated by subtracting CT measurements from pathological measurements. 
DISCUSSION
Considering the increasing role of low-dose chest CT in managing patients with SSNs, we investigated if measurement on low-dose chest CT are as reliable as that on standard-dose enhanced CT. Differences between CT and pathological measurement, as well as diagnostic accuracies in differentiating invasive adenocarcinomas from minimally or pre-invasive adenocarcinomas on low-dose unenhanced chest CT, were comparable to those on standard-dose enhanced chest CT. Inter-reader agreement on measurement of solid and ground-glass components within SSNs was excellent on low-dose unenhanced CT and standard-dose enhanced CT.
Reduction of radiation dose increases image noise, kjronline.org introduces artifacts, and may affect a radiologist's subjective perception and diagnostic performance (22) (23) (24) . Owing to the complex consequences of radiation dose reduction and lack of contrast enhancement, the impact of low-dose unenhanced chest CT on many diagnostic tasks is being defined. Many previous studies have revealed that there was no significant difference between measurement of solid nodules on low-dose and standard-dose CT (25) (26) (27) (28) . However, measuring the solid component within a SSN is more challenging than measuring solid nodules, because there is a smaller difference in the attenuation coefficient with its boundary, and it could be more susceptible to increased image noise. Although previous studies have revealed that SSNs could be reliably measured with low-dose unenhanced CT using a chest phantom (16, 29) , there has been no study that has investigated accuracy of low-dose unenhanced CT in measuring the size of the solid component of SSNs in vivo. Therefore, we compared measurement accuracy in diagnosing invasive adenocarcinomas between low-dose unenhanced CT and standard-dose enhanced CT, and revealed that there was no clinically significant difference between these protocols. Results corroborate the Fleischner Society guideline, that recommends follow-up CT with reduced radiation dose in evaluating SSNs, and support the Lung-RADS, that recommends different patient management based on size of the solid component on low-dose CT. In our study, overall diagnostic accuracy between lowdose unenhanced CT and standard-dose enhanced CT for diagnosing invasive lung adenocarcinomas revealed a similar result. However, specificity on low-dose unenhanced CT was slightly lower than that on standard-dose enhanced CT, although there was no statistically significant difference. We speculate that increased image noise on lowdose unenhanced CT may have led our readers to measure the solid component in a slightly larger diameter than that on standard-dose enhanced CT in patients with minimally or pre-invasive lung adenocarcinomas.
Interestingly, the size of the invasive component on pathology was slightly larger than that of the solid component on CT in this study, whereas the size of the whole tumor on pathology was smaller than that of the whole nodule on CT. There may be several reasons why diameter measurement of the solid component underestimated the size of the invasive component, in contrast to measurement of the whole nodule. First, the solid portion/non-lepidic component less shrinks during formalin fixation, whereas ground-glass portion/ lepidic component shrinks significantly during formalin fixation (30) . Second, although the pathological invasive component well correlates with a solid component within an SSN, it may manifest as ground-glass attenuation on CT (31) (32) (33) . Specifically, when there is papillary tumor growth or multifocal scattered malignant cells within otherwise normal alveolar space, the invasive component can be observed as only as ground-glass attenuation on CT, but not as solid component. Third, CT measurement was conducted only on the axial plane, whereas pathological measurement was conducted in a three-dimensional manner.
In the previous study by de Jong et al. (21) , measured nodule volume on low-dose unenhanced CT was smaller than that on standard-dose enhanced CT in nodules ≤ 8 mm, while nodule volume was similar between the two protocols in nodules > 8 mm. However, in our subgroup analysis of SSNs with a solid component ≤ 8 mm and those with a solid component > 8 mm, the diameter measurement of the solid component demonstrated only sub-millimeter differences between the two CT protocols regardless of size, that is unlikely to cause significant clinical difference.
As low-dose unenhanced CT and standard-dose enhanced CT were compared, the effect of contrast enhancement and radiation dose on measurement of a solid component has not been investigated separately. Standard-dose enhanced CT was selected as the reference study, because it has been widely used for evaluating malignant nodules. Scant information is available for the effect of contrast enhancement on measurement of SSNs. In a study with an inhomogeneous collection of pulmonary nodules in 2006, Goodman et al. (34) . found that measurement variability of contrast-enhanced pulmonary nodules lies within confidence limits of all included nodules. However, only 8 enhanced nodules were included in their study. Using semiautomated Our study has certain limitations. First, selection bias may exist, because we only included patients that underwent pre-operative contrast-enhanced CT before surgical resection. Second, the effect of contrast enhancement and radiation dose reduction was not evaluated separately. Third, both CT images with a slice thickness of 1 mm and 2 mm were included, due to the heterogeneity in slice thickness of stored CT images. However, low-dose unenhanced and standard-dose enhanced CT images were reconstructed with the same slice thickness in each patient and the effect of slice thickness on diagnostic accuracies in predicting invasive adenocarcinomas was insignificant. Fourth, the effect of iterative reconstruction was not analyzed in this study as the pre-contrast lowdose CT images have been reconstructed with iterative reconstruction in our institution as of November 2015, after the study inclusion period. However, low-dose unenhanced CT images with filtered back projection algorithms revealed comparable diagnostic accuracy with standard-dose enhanced CT, without the aid of iterative reconstruction. Fifth, measurement was conducted only on the axial plane. Measurement using the axial plane was selected based on the result of our separate study, in which multi-planar reconstruction did not reveal significant improvement in the prediction of pathological T-stage (37) . We speculate that the design of our study fulfills its purpose, which was to compare low-dose unenhanced CT and standarddose enhanced CT in prediction of the size of invasive component, considering that both protocols were analyzed only on axial plane. Finally, intra-reader agreement on low-dose unenhanced CT and standard-dose enhanced CT was not evaluated in this study. However, intra-reader agreement is likely to be excellent considering that intrareader agreement is higher than inter-reader agreement.
In conclusion, measurement of the diameter of the solid component in SSNs on low-dose unenhanced chest CT was as accurate as that on standard-dose enhanced CT for the prediction of the pathologically invasive component of lung adenocarcinoma. Thus, low-dose unenhanced CT can be used safely in evaluation of patients with SSNs.
